PRISim Suite L1000

LASER-BASED INSTALLED TRAINER

Realistic Simulation Training With Laser-modified Weapons

PRISim Suite InstalledTrainer PRO (L1000) is a judgement evaluation and force options training simulator loaded with features to meet your training needs. By design, it creates a safe, effective and realistic learning environment for all law enforcement, military and security professionals.

PRISim Suite InstalledTrainer PRO places participants in an environment where they must overcome potentially deadly mistakes, indecision, sudden fear, partial understanding, and life or death choices.

PRISim Suite is a training tool that promotes positive learning and skills that are difficult to recreate by other training methods.

- Supports the integrated ShootBack® cannon
- Presents consistent training scenarios and learning objectives
- Supports a broad range of standard issue firearms and devices
- Supports multiple shooters and multiple laser devices simultaneously
- Supports all force options (both firearms and less lethal devices)
- Integrated presentation viewer for briefing and debriefing
- Review and export of training performance.
PRISim Suite L700

PORTABLE LASER-BASED TRAINER

Portable, Durable, and Easy to Set Up

PRISim Suite PortableTrainer PRO (L700) is a judgement evaluation and force options training simulator loaded with features to meet your training needs. By design, it creates a safe, effective and realistic learning environment for all law enforcement, military and security professionals.

This cost-effective training system is easy to use, quick to deploy, and simple to transport. Integrated components allow trainers to set up the PRISim Suite PortableTrainer PRO in as little as 15 minutes.

PRISim Suite PortableTrainer PRO comes with over 500 pre-installed branching situations to meet your training requirements.

- Highly portable, durable and quick to set up
- Wireless keyboard and mouse for control
- Turns virtually any interior room with controlled lighting into an effective training environment
- Supports the integrated ShootBack® cannon
- Supports a broad range of standard issue firearms and devices
- Integrated presentation viewer for briefing and debriefing